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A complete menu of Sahuayo Taqueria from Jennings Lodge covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Sean Besso likes about Sahuayo Taqueria:
This is a great place for some real Mexican street food. The last time we grabbed food to go, we got the birria
(beef and goat), which are both delicious, and the pozole is also amazing. In addition to the soups, the menu

offers a wide variety of tacos, burritos, nachos, and plates (the mole is wonderful). Sahuayo Taqueria is located
in the J&Ts Market, so it is more of a to-go option than a sit-down type of experien... read more. The restaurant

and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending
on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something. What Bryan Y doesn't like about Sahuayo

Taqueria:
only had their breakfast burrito, the one with bacon. it's huge and greasy and yummy. but it's not crazy delicious
or anything like that. it's good and they are open before 10 so that's what puts them above the rest. a lot of these
hipster carts and breakfast burrito joints don't open till like 10 or later! like what's the point of that. so it is a breath

of fresh air to get breakfast at breakfast time (especially if... read more. For guests of the establishment, the
catering service is also available, Naturally, you should also taste the fine burgers, accompanied by sides like

fries, salads, or wedges provided.
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Soup�
MENUDO

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Mai� course�
NACHOS

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Deutsch� Sp�ialitäte�
FRIKADELLE

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

M�ica�
TACOS

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Breakfas� Plate�
CHILAQUILES

Especialidade� (Specialtie�)
TAMALES

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

EGG

BACON
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